[The state of the stirrup prosthesis estimated from the results of functional multispiral computed tomography].
The objective of the present study was to estimate the state of the stirrup prosthesis based on the results of functional multispiral computed tomography (fMSCT). A total of 30 patients suffering otosclerosis and treated by stapedoplasty were examined using the modified fMSCT technique developed by the authors. The data obtained were compared with the results of the audiologic study. It was shown that modified fMSCT makes it possible to objectively and visually estimate the state of the stirrup prosthesis, elucidate the causes of poor outcome of the surgical treatment and identify the indications for the second operation. The study has demonstrated that a more pronounced decrease of the air-bone gap (ABG) is associated with a rise in the amplitude of prosthesis movements whereas the degree of reduction of bone conduction does not significantly correlate with the depth to which the prosthesis reaches into the vestibulim.